
Donne-Moi Ton Coeur
Compte: 32 Mur: 4 Niveau: Improver

Chorégraphe: Danielle MODICA (FR) - August 2020
Musique: Donne-moi ton cœur - Louane

Intro : 32 count at the first piano note

[1-8] STEP L, HITCH R, CROSS, SIDE, ROCK BACK R, SIDE, BEHIND, ¼ TURN R
1-2 Step LF fwd (1), Hitch with right knee in the diagonale front left keeping the bust facing 12

o’clock (2)(*a)*,
3-4 Cross RF over LF (3), Step LF to the left (4)
5-6 Cross RF behind LF to the back diagonale and shift your body weight on your RF (5),

Recover on LF (6)
7&8 RF to the right (7), Cross LF behind RF (&), Make ¼ Turn to the right with RF (8) 3H
*a : style option on count 2, when you make the hitch, you can up on the ball of your LF
*Count 2 on wall 4 and 6 : you can add arms movement by spreading them apart on either side
 
[9-16] TOE STRUT L, ¼ TURN R TOE STRUT, ROCK STEP L, COASTER STEP L
1-2 Put the ball of the LF in front (1), Lower the Left heel (2)
3-4 Make ¼ turn to the right with put the ball of the RF (3), Lower the Right heel (4) 6H
5-6 Step LF fwd and shift your body weight on LF (5), Recover on RF (6)
7&8 LF back (7), Put RF to the next LF (&), Step LF fwd (8)
 
[17-24] CROSS R, POINT L, SAILOR STEP ¼ TURN L, OUT OUT, IN IN
1-2 Cross RF over LF (1), Point LF to the left (2) * 6H
3&4 Make ¼ turn to the left and put LF behind (3), Step RF to the right (&), Step LF fwd (4) 3H
5-6 Step RF fwd to the right (5), Step LF fwd to the left (6),
7-8 Step back RF (7), Step back LF to the next RF (8)
*Count 2 on wall 4 and 6 : you can add arms movement by spreading them apart on either side
 
[25-32] JAZZ BOX ¼ TURN R 2X, TOUCH
1-2 Cross RF over LF (1), Make ¼ turn to the right and put LF behind (2), 3H
3-4 RF to the right (3), Step LF fwd (4) 6H
5-6 Cross RF over LF (5), Make ¼ turn to the right and put LF behind (6) 9H
7-8 RF to the right (7), Touch LF toe to the next RF (8)
 
TAG : At the end of the wall 4 facing 12 o’clock
1-2 Stretch out your arms in front at shoulder height (1), Bring the arms back by crossing them

over the shoulders (right on left shoulder and left on right shoulder) (2) 12H
3-4 Uncross your arms (right on right shoulder and left on left shoulder) (3), Lower your arms by

spreading them apart on either side (4)
 
Start again and have fun
Source : this card is the original. If you have any question, do not hesitate to contact me :
Danielle PROVOST MODICA : mavipavada@hotmail.com

https://www.copperknob.co.uk/fr/stepsheets/144571/donne-moi-ton-coeur

